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The biological function of protein molecules is dictated bythe shape of their three-dimensional
structures.1 Is it possible to predict protein structure and function from the amino acid sequence?
We developed a new algorithm, I-TASSER, which assembles atomic structure of unknown pro-
teins using fragments excised from experimentally solved structures of other proteins.2−3 Func-
tional insights (e.g. ligand-binding affinity, enzyme classification and gene ontology) are then
deduced by matching the predicted structure models with theknown proteins in protein function
libraries.4 The I-TASSER algorithm was tested for automated protein structure prediction in the
communitywide CASP experiments of 2006, 2008 and 2010;3,5−6 it was also tested for protein
function annotation in CASP9 in 2010.7

In this talk, we first review the recent progress in protein structure prediction including the
new developments in ab initio folding and atomic structure refinements since the CASP9 ex-
periment, and show that the protein structure prediction problem can in principle be solved
using the current PDB library.8 Next, we discuss the application of the developed methods to
the structural and functional modeling of a number of genomes, including all G-protein coupled
receptors (GPCRs) in the human genome, yielding models90% of which are shown to have cor-
rect topology,9 and Marek’s disease virus, the first success of the computational modeling of a
complete viral genome.10 Finally, we demonstrate how the predicted I-TASSER structure mod-
els can be used to annotate the biological function of the proteins and screening drug candidates
by matching their global topology and active sites against the existing structure/function/binding
databases.11

Despite the completeness of protein structures in the PDB, structural connections between
most of the non-homologous protein pairs cannot be established by current threading/fold-
recognition methods. While the current structural genomics efforts are helpful to bridge the
gap, new method developments for sensitive distant-homology detection are demanding. The
development of extended template libraries by artificial sequence and structure design may be
useful to solve the problems. Work along this line is under progress.
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